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Confidence is 
key
• Developing a 

positive mindset
• Focus on the 

controllable
• Task vs Outcome 

focus

Performance 
Attitude
• 80%+ on and off 

field
• Character vs 

Competence
• Preparation for 

training & games

Mind Gym
• Establishing Daily 

Habits
• Goal setting – Short, 

Medium, Long
• Self Reflection –

Analyzing 
Performance

Confidence Attitude Mind Gym

Agenda





www.bramptonsc.comCONFIDENCE IS KEY

DEVELOPING A POSITIVE MINDSET

Self Talk
“What I think is how I feel 

& Act”

GROWTH MINDSET
“Embrace Opportunity”

HELPFUL BEHAVIOURS
“Prepare – Reflect – Set Goals”

CURIOSITY
“Be Brave – I Can/We Can”



www.bramptonsc.comCONFIDENCE IS KEY

FOCUS on the controllable

ROLE

TASKS

GOALS

DISTRACTIONS

COMPARING
OUTCOME

CATCH YOURSELF
“Change Focus”

PREPARE YOURSELF
“Stay Focused”

STOP
KEEP STA

RT



What makes you feel 
and be confident?



“I trust myself and my 
own ability”

Cristiano Ronaldo



“I start early and I stay late, 
day after day, year after year.  
It took me 17 years and 114 

days to become an overnight 
success”

Lionel Messi



PASSION
+

CURIOSITY
+

CONFIDENCE
=

LEARNING & 
GROWTH



ATTITUDE DRIVES 
PERFORMANCE

SUSTAINING A 
POSITIVE MINDSET



GRITTY
DETERMINATION & 
PERSERVERANCE



“Nobody is 
a 10/10”



“Be Excellent… 
80%+ on/off the 

field”



www.bramptonsc.comPERFORMANCE ATTITUDE

CHARACTER COMPETENCE

TRUST     HUMILITY     TEAMWORK

CHARACTER VS COMPETENCE



www.bramptonsc.comPERFORMANCE ATTITUDE

ATTITUDE IS A CHOICE

BEFORE DURING AFTER

1. Arrive Early

2. Listen to 
Music

3. Focused 
warm up

1. Positive 
Energy

2. Focus on my 
tasks

3. Communicate

1. Cool Down

2. Reflection

3. Recovery & 
Regeneration

What is your game plan ?





“First I Prepare, 
Then I Succeed”



www.bramptonsc.comMIND GYM

GOAL SETTING
SHORT TERM – MEDIUM TERM – LONG TERM









I WILL PRACTICE…

ESTABLISH MY 
PERSONAL GAME 

PLAN

GOAL SETTINGPOSITIVE SELF 
TALK

SELF 
REFLECTION



https://www.kahoot.it



Stratos Kalpakidis – M.B.A-CPC-ELI MP 

Cross Energy Leadership Work Shop  
Workshop 

RESILIENCE 
We Bend, but We don’t Break! 

exc6eed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello Everyone!How are you doing today?I would like to thank Joy for the introduction and thank him and the club for giving me the opportunity to be part of this workshop.As Joy mention previously my name is Stratos my daughter Sofia play at the OPDL U15 team, I have 3 more kids in competitive sports and I am a certified Energy Leadership Coach. It’s a great pleasure to be with you today and really it is very important that BRAMPTON Soccer Club decided to organize this mental session for the players. You will have to know that the majority of the clubs focus their home training programs during this period to maintain the fitness of their players and to develop their skills and knowledge of the game. However SKILLS and KNOWLEDGE are only the two of the 3 elements of the success in sports and in everything we do in our lives. The 3rd and maybe most important element is ATTITUDE and attitude means LEADERSHIP and mental strength. So congrats to BRAMPTON SC for touching this area of the game!



Agenda 

exc6eed 

1. Start with “Why?” 
2. What does it happens today? 
3. What are our options? 
4. Adjust effectively  
5. Create your new VISION 
6. Work with small projects 
7. Stay Strong & Happy!  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s see what we are going to discuss during this workshop today.First of all we will start with WHY? And answer the questions “why do we have this workshop today?”Then we will see what happens today in our lives with this CoViD19 crisis?We will then investigate our options as an individuals and as an athletesWe will see how we can adjust effectively in the new reality and how we can create our new vision.We will find how we can create our new daily routine and how we can apply small weekly projectsAnd finally we will close this session by discussing how we can remain strong and happy during this period.Sounds good!



Start with Why? 

exc6eed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start our session starting with WHY?Why do we have this session? As I informed you I have four kids in competitive sports. 2 of them playing soccer, one plays basketball and one is in CrossFit. 3 weeks ago when government announced the cancelation of all planned activities and games I started get communication from the different clubs for home training programs. What I noticed was that all these programs were related to fitness maintenance and skills development. Both fitness and skills are connected only with our physical dimension. As a Coach I knew that this was not enough for the kids – but for the parents as well – to go successfully through this CoViD19 period. At this time I had an idea that I shared with Coach Paul to create a work shop that will focus in our mental dimension which at this time – and maybe all the times – is the most important factor of our survival and success. Paul was open enough to bring this idea to Joy – thank you Coach Paul! – and finally we are here having this workshop today.  But let’s take a look to see in how many dimensions we live our lives. As you see in the chart we live our lives in six dimensions and these are the six dimensions of our wellness. These are:Our physical dimensionOur mental dimensionOur emotional dimensionOur spiritual dimensionThe environmental dimensionAnd finally our social dimension     



Understand the 6 Dimensions of Wellness 

Our SPIRITUAL dimension is connected with 
the level of connection we have with our 
Higher Self. 
The most common way to connect with our 
Higher Self is through meditation. 

Our ENVIRONMENTAL dimension is connected with the micro and macro 
environment we live our lives.  When we take care of the environment we take 
care of ourselves!  

Our MENTAL dimension is connected with our 
level of awareness. The higher the level of our 
awareness the stronger our MENTAL ability.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our EMOTIONAL dimension is connected with 
the level of the emotional connection we have 
first of all with ourselves and then with the 
people around us. When we love ourselves we 
are able to give love and to the others. 

Our SOCIAL dimension is connected with the 
level of connection and contribution with the 
community we live. 

Our PHYSICAL dimension is connected with our level of fitness. The better our 
fitness the better our body can support all the other levels of being. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s try to understand now the 6 dimensions of WELLNESS:………We can’t be happy and balanced as personalities when we are only physical strong or only mental strong. It is important to have balance in everything we do in our lives in Physical, Mental, Emotional and Spiritual level and of course to live in an environment that support our growth and to live in a society where we can contribute and participate.The more balanced we are in our six dimensions of our live the most happy and successful life we build!



Exercise#1 

Using a scale from 1 to 10 rate in which level you live daily each of the 6 dimensions of Wellness… 
1 is the lower and 10 is the highest 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this point I have the first exercise for you which it will be a homework since we don’t have enough time to do it right now. 



What do we experienced today? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do we experienced today with CoViD19 crisis?Today we experienced a huge CHANGE. A huge change that has big impact in all the six dimensions of wellness.We live in a some type of home isolation which has change everythingWe don’t have daily practices like we used to have and we workout at home following digital programsThe kids don’t go school and they follow online e learning programs People who we love stay far away from us and this has big impact into our emotional lifePeople lose their faith and connection with their higher selfOur house become our living, working and practicing environment And our social life has change rapidly and zoom and social media became the main tool for our social connectionThese changes are huge and for many people brings low emotions like fear, worry and stress. The opportunity here is how can we manage these changes and how we can create a new balance life that could support our development during this period?



What do we experienced today? 

CoVid19 

TERMINOLOGY: “the view that one 
has taken of a subject as a result of 
a logical process, energy or effect” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The roots from the word “CRISIS” are coming from the Greek word «ΚΡΙΣΗ» that means “the view that one has taken of a subject as a result of a logical process, energy or effect.” So during a CRISIS we have to make decisions and the quality of our decisions depending of the view we have about this situation. 



What do we experienced today? 

or 

will either 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CRISIS will either Break you or Make you and of course we want to be among those ones that will find the opportunity during this crisis to develop our selves and become better humans and athletes!



What are our options? 

We Have at least 7 different options… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can we do that? What are our options during this period? The way that each of us see and understand life depending of the filters that we created and each of us have different filters because we grew up in different micro and macro environments. You most likely know this guy in the picture. More than a hundred years ago, Albert Einstein addressed  the scientific community, passionately presenting the idea  that everything we see, hear, taste, touch, and smell is not  matter, but energy… it is important to understand how energy works into our lives. Everything start from one THOUGHT. After the first thought we have the BRAIN STIMULATION and HORMONES PRODUCTION. Depending of the type of the thought these hormones are different. After we feel something in our body. For example some people when they are stressed they feel pain in their stomach. After is coming the EMOTION which could be a happy one or a sad one. And finally we take ACTION. All these happens very fast and it is difficult to understand it and the most aware we are the more able we will be to control our thoughts and actions. We have at least 7 different options during this period and each of them is connected with the 7 energy levels we live our lives.



Exercise#2 

Write down in a piece of paper 3 main thoughts that you have during this period  about the CoVid19 crisis… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is your second exercise: please write down in a piece of paper 3 main thoughts that you had during this period about the CoVid19 crisis….



What are our options? 
OPTION#1: I Lose…. 



What are our options? 
OPTION#2: I Don’t know…. 



What are our options? 
OPTION#3: I take Responsibility…. 



What are our options? 
OPTION#4: I Love to Help! 



What are our options? 
OPTION#5: I Find Opportunities!! 



What are our options? 
OPTION#6: I Enjoy the New Experience!!! 



What are our options? 
OPTION#7: I Create my New Life!!! 



Exercise#3 

Connect each of your 3 main thoughts, that you wrote in the previous exercise with the 7 different options 
we have during this period. 

What are the results? 



How Our Inner Blocks Drive Our Thoughts… 



Exercise#4 

Recognize the type of the inner blocks behind each of these statements: 
 

1. I can’t follow an online study program only by myself…. I tried this in the past and didn’t work… 
2. I am not good to motivate my self to workout every day…. I need my Coach… 
3. It is impossible to keep my fitness by staying home… 
4. Coach asked me to work my skills during this period…hmm… most likely he believes that my ball work 

is bad…  



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3KIb9s8qs0w


“It is not the most intellectual of the species that survives; it is not the 
strongest that survives; but the species that survives is the one that is able 
best to adapt and adjust to the changing environment in which it finds 
itself.” 
Charles Darwin 



Adjust Effectively into the New Reality 

Move your focus from things that you CONCERN about and things that you have no 
INFLUENCE, to things that you CONTROL 



Exercise#5 
Make a list for things that have impact into your daily reality and belong to the zone of CONCERN and the 

zone of INFLUENCE.  
Create a similar list with things that could impact positively your daily reality and belong to the zone of your 

CONTROL. Connect each of these things to one of the 6 levels of Wellness.  



Create your new “I Am” 

Our self image create our reality and it is the 
stronger factor for our happiness and success. 
We achieve what we are….  



Exercise#6 

Close your eyes and visualize for 60sec how do you see yourself with the end of this period… 
Write down what you see starting your statement with “I Am..” 

Complete the rest of the statement as a homework working together with your family… 



Work with small projects 

Our new daily reality needs a new daily routine.  
A new daily routine that will connect all the 6 levels of wellness…. 
Small steps, drive big changes… 
Small weekly projects, drive our lives forward… 
Activity is life! 



Exercise#7 

Create weekly S.M.A.R.T (Specific-Measurable-Achievable- Relevant- Time bound) goals and connect them 
with the 6 dimensions of Wellness… 



Stay Strong & Happy! 

Be Like the Water! 
 
1. Dwelling with the right location 
Water naturally flows to the lowest point in the immediate vicinity. This can be the metaphor for a 
humble person, because the arrogant person is quite the opposite in always seeking the highest, most 

visible spot. 
2. Feeling with great depth 
Truly virtuous people are like deep pools of water. Not everything about them is apparent at first 
glance. They possess such remarkable depth of character that it would take quite some time to really 
know them. 

3. Giving with great kindness 
As a river flows across the land, it nurtures all living things that it comes across. All the plants and 
animals benefit from the water of the river. Once it has done its work, water moves on without waiting 
for recognition or praise. 

4. Speaking with great integrity 
Water reflects its surroundings with perfect fidelity when it is calm and undisturbed. In the same way, 
those who study the Tao have an obligation to reflect the truth with the same degree of accuracy.  

5. Governing with great administration 
Water administers to all equally. All benefit from water regardless of who they are, because water 
passes no judgment on anyone, and makes no selection based on some preconceived values. 

6. Handling with great capability 
The great capability of water comes from great versatility. As it flows toward its destination, it handles 
all obstacles with the greatest of ease. It can flow to the left or the right, over or under, without 
slowing down or stopping.  

7. Moving with great timing 
Water has a heavenly sense of timing that manifests differently, according to season. Thus, summer 
rain never falls in winter, and winter snow never falls in summer. 
Lao Tzu 
 
 



During this period what matters is not the PERFECTION. 
During this period what matters is RESILIENCE and COMPLETION! 

We Bend but we Don’t Break! 
Stay Safe & Healthy!!! 


